Alexandria Technical and Community College

COAR 2570: Illustration Approaches I

A. COURSE DESCRIPTION

Credits: 3
Lecture Hours/Week: 3
Lab Hours/Week: 0
OJT Hours/Week: *.*

Prerequisites:
This course requires all four of these prerequisites
- COAR 1512 - Design Technology I (Number of Years Valid: 5)
- COAR 1513 - 2D Foundations (Number of Years Valid: 5)
- COAR 1522 - Design Technology II
- COAR 1540 - 3D Foundations (Number of Years Valid: 5)

Corequisites: None
MnTC Goals: None

In this course, learners become familiar with the illustrative process and the ways in which design and illustration intersect. Learners will research topics, explore techniques, and approach illustrative problem-solving from a designer's perspective.

B. COURSE EFFECTIVE DATES: 05/19/2022 - Present

C. OUTLINE OF MAJOR CONTENT AREAS

1. Demonstrate illustration process.
2. Explore stylization.
3. Explore a variety of illustrative mediums.
4. Differentiate traditional approaches from digital approaches.
5. Observe two- and three-dimensional approaches to illustration.
6. Incorporate illustration into a design composition.
7. Demonstrate proficiency with color theory.
8. Participate in individual and group critiques.
9. Develop a stylized illustration from concept to context.

D. LEARNING OUTCOMES (General)

1. Learners will explore a variety of illustrative mediums and techniques.
2. Learners will use the illustrative process to develop illustrations with clear intention.
3. Learners will create illustrations according to desired specifications related to their planned context.

E. Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Goal Area(s) and Competencies

None

F. LEARNER OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT

As noted on course syllabus

G. SPECIAL INFORMATION

None noted